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Q: How do we get support resolving problems with maintenance scripts?
A: Please open a ticket with our support team at support.winshuttle.com. They will you help troubleshoot.
Q: Are you uploading/downloading data directly from SAP?
A: Yes.
Q: What happens when multiple errors are on the same row?
A: SAP is doing the validation, and errors are reported one at a time. If there are multiple errors on the same line, when validation is run the second
and subsequent times, errors will be reported in the same order they appear.
Q: Can we re-run the script only for errors?
A: Yes, absolutely. You can run only error rows in both the Validation and Run steps.
Q: Why does Winshuttle report that the equipment was changed when in SAP if no changes are made the system reports no changes were made?
A: Winshuttle returns the errors output by SAP. If you have a Winshuttle file that is reporting a log message that is different than what is in SAP,
please open a support ticket at support.winshuttle.com. Our support team will help you troubleshoot the root cause of the issue.
Q: Can we put an approval workflow behind a form to create equipment?
A: Absolutely. You can put an approval workflow, or any other type of workflow steps for that matter, behind anything you want. Everything is
customizable. The demos we show are help you to start imaging the possibilities, which are endless.
Q: What if you have a system generated equipment number?
A: Winshuttle can work with system generated numbers as well. That field can be left blank in the template and the script can be configured to
return the new system generated equipment number to that field or column in Excel or on the web form.
Q: How does Winshuttle prevent duplication of the same equipment - same serial number?
A: It works the same way it does if you are manually entering a duplicate entry in SAP. If SAP reports the equipment number has already be created,
that error will show up in Excel or a web form and the data will not be entered in SAP.
Q: Do all these functions also working on SAP HANA or only ECC?
A: Yes, Winshuttle is S/4 HANA as well as ECC certified. We work directly with SAP to get certified on every new version that comes out.
Q: We work with massive data migrations from other systems and have decided to use Access. Does Winshuttle work with Access?
A: Downloads from SAP - Winshuttle has the ability to output data from SAP to Access, Excel, XML or Text if you are using our desktop only
products (Studio). If you’re using our enterprise products (Foundation with forms and workflow), you can download to all of the above plus SQL and
SharePoint Lists. Uploads to SAP – Currently Winshuttle can upload to SAP only from Excel or web forms. However, if you have data that resides in
an Access database, you can link to tables and/or queries using Excel, OR you can export the data from Access into Excel. Once the data is in Excel,
you can perform mass uploads using Winshuttle.
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